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Abstract 
All organizations and individuals that purchase counterfeit products ought to 
be protected by the law. However, the Law of the People’s Republic of China 
on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests (referred to as “the new 
Consumer Law”) is not applicable to all of them. Each law has its scope of ap-
plication, and all legal norms and terms have specific connotation and exten-
sion for which arbitrary interpretation is not allowed. Currently, how to iden-
tify a person who knowingly buys fake products is usually determined based 
on whether the purchase is made “for the needs of daily consumption”. The 
paper applies case study and comparative analysis methods to analyze the 
legislative purpose of the New Consumer Law, the practical dilemma of the 
primary criterion to identify the purpose of buying fake products, and the po-
sition change of these people throughout the revision of the Consumer Law, 
aiming to argue that whether a “knowingly-buy-fake” consumer is protected 
by the New Consumer Law should be determined by whether the buyer is in a 
disadvantaged position compared to the business operators. The consumer 
identity should be denied, nevertheless the legitimate rights and interests of 
them, as civil subjects, shall still be effectively protected by relevant laws. 
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1. Introduction 

In 1995, Mr. Wang Hai1 bought certain counterfeit Sony headsets and then filed 

 

 

1Named the first-person professional fake hunter of China in the 1990s, Mr. Wang Hai fired the first shot of consumer fraud rights protection. His 
bebavior also influenced the buy-false-consumption prologue and made disputes for judgement of China under the former Consumer Law, but 
awakened consumer consciousness of rights protection from that period. 
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a civil lawsuit and obtained double what he paid as compensation in accordance 
with Article 49 of the Law on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests 
1994 (Zhao, 2020). This article stipulates a punitive damage mechanism of “re-
fund plus same costs compensation” against business operators’ fraudulent ac-
tivities. This was the first case of protecting consumers’ rights against fraud and 
started the history of knowingly-buy-fake consumption in China. In 2014, the 
punitive damages for fraud in the new Consumer Law were amended to “refund 
plus three-time costs compensation” with a minimum amount of compensation 
of RMB 500. The revised provision further stimulated the enthusiasm of people 
who knowingly buy fake products to find, buy and fight against fake products 
(Jiang & Ma, 2022). On China Judgements Online, with “knowingly buy fake 
products” and “punitive damages” as the keywords, and from March 15, 2014, to 
March 15, 2018, as the time range of judgment dates, 1235 results2 are found. 
Specifically, 36 results are from March 15, 2014, to March 15, 2015, and 889 
from March 15, 2017, to March 15, 2018. The number of such cases increased by 
almost 25 times in just three years. Along with such exponential growth, more 
issues emerge from the fight against counterfeit products. For example, some 
people who knowingly buy fake products were beaten to death when fighting 
against fakes; some gave lessons on how to deal with fake products; organiza-
tions were formed by those who knowingly buy fake products to claim compen-
sation; some even blackmailed lawful business operators for a huge amount of 
compensation. Such behaviors have seriously undermined market security and 
stability. There are different views between theorists and practitioners on 
whether consumers who knowingly buy fake products are protected by the new 
Consumer Law. To maintain the stability of the consumer goods market and 
protect the legitimate rights and interests of consumers, the paper discusses this 
problem from five aspects: first, clarify that the new Consumer Law aims to pro-
tect consumers who are in a disadvantaged position based on comparative juri-
sprudence; second, criticize the subjective standard of purchasing “for the needs 
of daily consumption”; third, clarify that the position of consumers that kno-
wingly buy fake products and business operators is reversed through empirical 
analysis; fourth, clarify that the customer identity of people who knowingly buy 
fake products are denied; fifth, make recommendations for protecting people 
who knowingly buy fake products. The paper is intended to find an effective 
method, from the perspective of the necessity of a consumer disadvantaged posi-
tion, to solve this long-standing problem. 

2. Legislative Purpose of the New Consumer Law: To Protect 
Disadvantaged Consumers 

Article 1 of the new Consumer Law states that “the present Law is formulated 
for the protection of the legitimate rights and interests of consumers, mainten-
ance of the socio-economic order and promotion of the healthy development of 
the socialist market economy.” This provision clarifies the three purposes of the 

 

 

2See conditional searching on China Judgements Online at https://wenshu.court.gov.cn/.  
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new Consumer Law, maintaining and developing stable economic order, pro-
tecting the lawful rights and interests of consumers, and promoting healthy 
economic development. China’s new Consumer Law has made protecting the 
unilateral rights and interests of consumers in consumer-business-operator rela-
tionships as its primary purpose. This seems “unfair” to business operators. 
However, only by giving consumers favorable protection can we achieve true 
fairness and justice for both parties in such relationships. It is determined by the 
“disadvantaged” position of consumers and the way how the law maintains so-
cial justice. Protecting disadvantaged consumers is also a common legislative 
objective amongst foreign countries, and this has become a general principle in 
the legislation in terms of the protection of consumer rights and interests (Guo, 
2015). For example, Article 1 of Japan’s Consumer Contract Act provides that to 
protect the interests of consumers, and thereby to contribute to the stabilization 
and improvement of the general welfare of the life of the citizens and to the 
sound development of the national economy by permitting, in consideration of 
the discrepancy in quality and quantity of information and in the negotiating 
power between consumers and business operators. In the legislative guidelines of 
the EU, consumers are no longer considered as mere subjects, but as subjects 
that must be protected in specific circumstances where they have much less ne-
gotiating power than business operators (Cui, 2013). The German Civil Code 
defines the concept of a consumer by means of a negative definition, making it 
clear that it protects all subjects other than business operators that have suffi-
cient negotiation power. As can be seen, the disadvantaged position of consum-
ers is recognized as the logical starting point and a basic concept for protecting 
consumer rights and interests (Gan, 2016). 

Normally consumers are disadvantaged in the following three aspects: 
First, consumers are disadvantaged in access to information. From the pers-

pective of regulative functions, the Law on the Protection of Consumer Rights 
and Interests focuses on consumers’ disadvantaged position caused by informa-
tion asymmetry (Lu, 2014). It has shown in two aspects. Firstly, consumers have 
little information about the goods or services they purchase because of their li-
mited ability to obtain information and access to information when purchasing 
goods or services. On the contrary, as the goods or services provider, business 
operators have been selling the same goods or providing the same services for a 
long time, are quite familiar with these, and also have rich sales experience. 
Hence, there is a serious information asymmetry between these two parties. Se-
condly, consumers’ knowledge and awareness are limited and far lower than 
these of business operators. Even though business operators provide relevant 
information to consumers, consumers are unlikely to fully understand the in-
formation because of the technical terms or obscure words, resulting in un-
changed information disadvantage. As Prof. Claus-Wilhelm Canaris, a German 
Jurist, insisted that as long as consumers have access to sufficient information, 
they have the ability, of their free will (Canaris, 2006), to reasonably judge and 
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protect their rights and interests in a transaction (Cao, 2011). Information 
asymmetry leaves consumers in a disadvantaged position, making it difficult for 
them to tell the value of the targeted goods or services and then to make a deci-
sion that meets their needs. It also leads to a large number of inefficient transac-
tions and impedes market development. In the legal relationship of online 
transactions, consumers’ informational disadvantage becomes increasingly evi-
dent. Consumers can only access information about a product through adver-
tisements and pictures uploaded by the business operators, which leads to de-
pendency on business operators completely for necessary information. 

Second, consumers have a weaker negotiating power. On the one hand, with 
rapid development in the market economy, the financial capacity of business 
operators who provide goods or services has continuingly been strengthened and 
business scale has continuingly grown. Departments responsible for handling 
consumer disputes have been established with professionals. Their absolute ad-
vantage in human resources, financial resources, and energy becomes evident 
once there is a consumer dispute (Wang, 2010). On the contrary, as natural per-
sons, individual consumers purchase a limited amount of goods, which is neg-
ligible compared to the massive number of small transactions conducted by 
business operators. Due to such a gap in negotiating powers, consumers are of-
ten discriminated against or even maliciously infringed by business operators. 
The negotiating power of consumers is extremely behind that of business opera-
tors. On the other hand, business operators often use standard form contracts or 
transactional terms to deal with massive transactions in a short term. To max-
imize their benefits, some unscrupulous business operators draft many unfair 
terms in favor of themselves, to the detriment of consumers, in the standard 
form contracts. In addition, during the negotiation, consumers can only decide 
whether to enter into the contract with no freedom to add, amend or delete any 
content of the contract. Hence, the true will of consumers can hardly reflect. 

Third, consumers are in a disadvantaged position when protecting their 
rights. On the one hand, due to the lack of legal knowledge and means of evi-
dence collection, consumers often have difficulties in producing evidence while 
protecting their rights. When customers’ legal rights are infringed, as they are 
unable to provide valid evidence to support their claims, they have no choice but 
to bear the negative legal consequences of not being able to prove their claims, 
making it difficult to obtain effective judicial remedies. On the other hand, the 
costs of consumer rights protection are high, requiring a large amount of human 
resources, financial resources, and energy. As natural persons, individual con-
sumers often have very limited help and resources. In particular, in circums-
tances where consumers select to claim damage through litigations, they often 
end up with bearing the losses and giving up their rights because of the high 
costs. On the contrary, the professional legal teams hired by business operators 
are more professional in terms of both skills and legal expertise, compared to 
most consumers (Zhang, 2017). For consumers who take the initiative to protect 
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their rights in consumer disputes, it is difficult to compete with large commer-
cial organizations (Peng, 2017). In addition, there are few provisions regulating 
online consumers’ rights to bring a lawsuit in our legal system, which brings 
more barriers to them when seeking judicial remedies and makes consumers’ 
disadvantaged position in protecting rights more evident. 

To sum up, analysis of the legislative purpose of the New Consumer Law is 
the basis of indentifying the status of a consumer. Consumers are disadvantaged 
in access to information and weaker negotiating power in protecting their rights, 
for which the legitimate rights and interests of consumers in transactions are of-
ten infringed by unscrupulous business operators and are difficult to protect. 
This often leads to an obvious imbalance between business operators and con-
sumers. Hence, legislators did not apply the traditional civil law criteria for 
compensation—actual damage, when drafting the Consumer Law but intro-
duced a punitive damages mechanism to correct the imbalance between con-
sumers and business operators to a certain extent (Li, 2016). Whether for legal 
interpretation or theoretical discussion, the scope of consumers in the new 
Consumer Law should be defined based on the disadvantaged position over the 
business operator in the transaction. If the requirement of being the disadvan-
taged party of the consumer contract is not fulfilled, that person should not be 
recognized as a consumer under the new Consumer Law, no matter the purchase 
is “for the needs of daily consumption” or not. 

3. Practical Dilemma of Deciding Whether a Purchase Is 
Made “for Daily Consumption Needs” 

Article 2 of the new Consumer Law defines the scope of application of the law, 
but does not clearly define “consumer” (Liu & Wei, 2017). Current theoretical 
research and judicial practice generally determine the consumer identity of 
people who knowingly buy fake products based on whether the purchase is made 
“for daily consumption needs”, but there are a number of practical difficulties in 
the application of this criterion. 

First, it is difficult to define “for daily consumption needs”. 
Using “for daily consumption needs” as the criterion, the academics and prac-

titioners have divided opinions, or even opposite views, regarding whether 
people “who knowingly buy fake products” should be protected under the new 
Consumer Law. People who disagree believe that people “who knowingly buy 
fake products” do not purchase goods or services for daily consumption needs 
(Tian, 2022), and therefore they are not protected under the new Consumer 
Law. As Prof. Yang Lixin said, people who knowingly buy fake products are def-
initely not consumers, because they do not satisfy the condition of purchasing 
and using the goods for daily consumption needs. It would be legally inconsis-
tent and theoretically unconvincing to directly recognize people who knowingly 
buy fake products as consumers (Yang, 2017). Prof. Liang Huixing believes that 
applying Article 49 of the new Consumer Law to protect those who knowingly 
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buy fake products conflicts with the legislative intention of Article 2 which em-
phases the purchase of goods for daily consumption needs, and therefore it is 
incorrect (Liang, 2001). People who agree believe that people “who knowingly 
buy fake goods” are purchasing “for daily consumption needs” and they should 
be protected under the new Consumer Law (Sun, 2017). As Prof. Wang Liming 
said, even if a person knowingly buys defective goods, that person’s consumer 
identity should not be denied, as long as the goods are not for selling or being 
re-traded on the market (Wang, 2002). Prof. Xu Jianyu stated that whether a 
purchase is made for daily consumption needs is reflected by objective purchas-
ing behavior. As long as the buyer does not use the goods or services purchased 
to generate profits, the purchase should be treated as for daily consumption 
needs and the person as a consumer (Xu, 2001). Prof. Ying Feihu pointed out 
that it is necessary to grant people who knowingly buy fake products the right to 
seek punitive damages to further crackdown on counterfeit products, given the 
government’s ability to deal with counterfeits, the development of public wel-
fare, the ubiquity of fake goods, the proportion of honest market entities, and 
severity of fraud against consumers, etc., as well as how the above factors might 
change (Ying, 2019). 

Second, the judicial applications of “for daily consumption needs” are incon-
sistent. 

There is confusion in the method and standard for determining “daily con-
sumption needs” amongst courts. Similar cases sometimes have different judg-
ments (Zhang, 2009), which has seriously undermined judicial authority and 
stability. For example, in the appeal case of Shang Qingfeng v.s. Henan Home-
town Taste Trade Co. for a dispute over a purchase and sale contract, the court 
of first instance held that Shang Qingfeng did not meet the requirement of buy-
ing for daily consumption needs and excluded him from the protection under 
the Consumer Law on the grounds that he led a notary to notarize the entire 
purchase process and later hired a professional institution to test the goods in 
question. The court of second instance, however, made a completely different 
decision, recognizing Shang Qingfeng’s identity as a consumer on the grounds 
that Hometown Taste had not submitted favorable evidence to support the claim 
that Shang Qingfeng made the purchase not for eating but using the lawsuit as a 
means of profit (Wenshu Court, 2020). Another example: Zhou Zhibin v.s. 
Shenzhen Aoxiong Supply Chain Company Limited for a dispute over a pur-
chase and sale contract, the court found that the plaintiff had filed 23 similar civ-
il cases with the court, which shows that the plaintiff did not purchase the prod-
ucts in question for daily consumption needs, but for obtaining high compensa-
tion through malicious litigations (Wenshu Court, 2017). The purchase should 
be treated as the behavior for generating profits, and the plaintiff should, there-
fore, be excluded from the protection under the Consumer Law. 

Third, the method of determining whether “for daily consumption needs” is 
defective. 
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Under the same legal system, there are great different understandings of the 
method of determining “whether a purchase is made for daily consumption 
needs”, and judicial applications also differ. The reason is that the determination 
of whether “for daily consumption needs” has its own inherent defects, and it is 
difficult to define accurately. Firstly, motives are hidden in human beings’ 
minds, and it is difficult to tell the true motives of people “who knowingly buy 
fake products” from their behaviors (Jiang, 2006). Moreover, there is usually a 
time gap between a consumer dispute and the purchase, and it is difficult to 
trace back the motive of the buyer afterwards (Ma, 2015). In addition, unless the 
buyer admits it, usually there is no way to prove whether he or she purchased the 
goods or the services for daily consumption needs. For example, natural person 
A bought an apartment as an owner-occupied property after getting married. 
However, after the purchase was completed, he decided to resell the apartment, 
because he broke up with his fiancée. When reselling the apartment, the price of 
that skyrocketed, so he decided to rent it out to obtain rent while waiting for the 
increase in the property value as an investment. It is difficult to assess precisely 
what behavior of him is for daily consumption needs as he changed his motives 
for purchasing the property several times during the whole purchase process (Li, 
2016). And even if a judge makes a judgment on the motive of a person “who 
knowingly buys fake products” based on rules of thumb, it remains difficult for 
the judge to restore or reproduce the buyer’s motive as the judge’s judgment is 
not purely objective judgement due to the limitations of human cognition. Fi-
nally, there is no necessary and unique link between purchasing a product “for 
daily consumption needs” and one of the legislative purposes of the new Con-
sumer Law to protect “consumers who are in a disadvantaged position”. The 
state interferes in transactions between business operators and consumers by le-
gal means because the market alone cannot change the disadvantaged position of 
consumers during deals. If we stick to the “consumer motive theory”, barriers 
will be created to impede the diversification of people’s economic lives (Ma, 
2015). 

4. Reversal of Position under the New Consumer Law—The 
Theoretical Grounding for the Denial of the Consumer  
Identity of People “Who Knowingly Buy Fake Products” 

China’s new Consumer Law aims to protect consumers that are in a disadvan-
taged position, compared to business operators in transactions. To decide 
whether people “who knowingly buy fake products” should be protected under 
the new Consumer Law, it is necessary to look into such buyers’ position in 
transactions. People who knowingly buy fake products are continuously and 
systematically engaged in buying counterfeit goods or even make a living by 
doing it. Their position in the transaction is significantly different from the dis-
advantaged position of ordinary consumers. 

Compared to business operators, people who knowingly buy fake products are 
not disadvantaged because: 
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First, they are not in a disadvantaged position in terms of financial capacity. 
In recent years, large professional organizations have emerged amongst people 
who knowingly buy fake products. There is a trend that people even make it 
their career (Xiong, 2017). It can be seen in the following aspects: firstly, compa-
nies are established for this purpose. People who knowingly buy fake products 
found professional consulting firms or commercial firms to deal with fake prod-
uct fights. Secondly, websites focusing on protecting consumer rights against 
fake products are established. Thirdly, large professional fake-fighting teams are 
formed (LACSC, 2013). Work and responsibilities are clearly assigned to team 
members, including purchase, making a claim and acting in court. They also 
make plans for specific areas and specific types of fake products (Hu, 2009). The 
financial gap between people who knowingly buy fake products and business 
operators continues to narrow down or even vanish. When it comes to some 
small businesses or companies, people “who knowingly buy fake products” may 
even have a stronger financial capacity, and are in a relatively stronger position. 
For example, Wang Hai, a pioneering fighter against counterfeits in China, al-
ready has four companies under his name specializing in professional fake fight-
ing. His team has over 30 members in Beijing, Tianjin, Nanjing, and Shenzhen 
with an annual expenditure of over RMB 4 million (Hu, 2016). 

Second, they are not disadvantaged in terms of access to information. People 
who knowingly buy fake goods usually have a better understanding of the phys-
ical property, production process, sanitation, and safety of their targeted prod-
ucts or services. They are capable of identifying a product’s problems. To a cer-
tain degree, people who knowingly buy fake products obtain richer knowledge 
and better skills, compared to some business operators. In addition, before the 
purchase, they will make full use of their knowledge and skills to tell whether the 
product is fake, improving the accuracy of their fake-fighting efforts (Xiao, 
2015). In terms of access to information, the positions of business operators and 
people who knowingly buy fake goods are reversed. In judicial practices, some 
people who knowingly buy fake goods might have more information on their 
target products than judges (Gao, 2021). For example, in Huang Xiaoping v.s. 
Changchun Shilu Deer Industry Co., Ltd., & Zhejiang Tmall Network Co., Ltd. 
for a dispute over a purchase and sale contract, the plaintiff claimed that the 
broken Ganoderma lucidum spore powder was not included in the “List of 
Goods that are both Food and Medicine” (Wenshu Court, 2015). As a Chinese 
herbal medicine, it can only be used as a raw material for the production of 
medicine or health supplement, but not for the production of ordinary food. 
Hence, the defendant was suspected of processing unlicensed and unsafe food 
using broken Ganoderma lucidum spore powder, which is not allowed to be 
used as a raw material for ordinary food production. Based on the “Reply on 
Problems with Broken Ganoderma Lucidum Spore Powder” from the General 
Office of the National Health and Family Planning Commission to the General 
Office of China Food and Drug Administration, as well as the “Notice on Inves-
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tigating and Handling Illegal Production and Selling of Products Containing 
Broken Ganoderma Lucidum Spore Powder” issued by the General Office of the 
China Food and Drug Administration after receiving the reply, the court de-
cided that the defendant knew that the broken Ganoderma lucidum spore 
powder that is sold as prepackaged food had neither health food approval num-
bers nor production license numbers for ordinary food products, but still sold 
the products in question. This violated Article 42(8) of the Food Safety Law of 
the People’s Republic of China (2009 version) and should be regarded as the sale 
of food products that did not meet food safety standards. Hence, the advanta-
geous position of those who knowingly buy counterfeits, in terms of information 
access, is evident. 

Third, they are not disadvantaged, in terms of negotiating power. People “who 
knowingly buy fake products” has professional knowledge and the ability to dis-
tinguish between genuine and counterfeit goods. Their decision to purchase fake 
products is made based on their true intention without being misled by business 
operators (Li, 2016). Their initial and ultimate purpose is to obtain civil com-
pensation that is several times the actual purchase price of the goods with the 
help of the mandatory provisions in the law (Wang, 2010). For example, Huang 
Yong, the first fake products fighter in Chengdu, negotiated by himself with over 
100 radio stations over false advertising claims many times. He was extremely 
tough in the negotiation process and eventually obtained over RMB 2 million in 
claims from the radio stations. People who knowingly buy fake products are 
equipped with rich knowledge about products and protecting consumer rights. 
Once they have gathered effective evidence to prove that a business operator’s 
goods or services have quality problems, are a fraud, or have other problems that 
can be used to claim compensation, they often behave strongly in the negotiation 
process with business operators. They might threaten to report or complain to 
administrative departments, or even extort or blackmail business operators by 
means of media exposure or banners, forcing “disadvantaged business opera-
tors” to pay high compensation. 

Fourth, they are not disadvantaged in terms of the capability to protect their 
rights. People who knowingly buy fake products mainly protect their rights by 
filing a complaint and sometimes through lawsuits to obtain compensation. 
They report to administrative and law enforcement departments just like ordi-
nary consumers, but their complaints are different from those of genuine ordi-
nary consumers. Their complaints have the following unique features: firstly, 
they have sufficient evidence. They are generally good at using various means to 
collect and protect evidence, and have prepared sufficient evidence before filing 
a complaint. In addition, they are familiar with the laws and regulations. People 
who knowingly buy fake products are generally familiar with the relevant laws 
and regulations, and have studied and used the laws involved in their com-
plaints. Finally, they use complaints and reports as a “compensation tool”. They 
put pressure on business operators by filing complaints or reporting to relevant 
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administrators. Once business operators compromise and pay them a reasonable 
amount of compensation, then it does not matter to people who knowingly buy 
fake goods whether the wrongdoer is administratively investigated or not. They 
even agree to withdraw their application for reconsideration or their lawsuit. In 
the grey areas of the law, people who knowingly buy fake products take advan-
tage of state administrative and judicial resources to maximize their own profits. 

5. Why We Deny the Consumer Identity of People  
“Who Knowingly Buy Fake Products” 

There are two characters, though knowingly buying fake has enhanced the con-
sumer goods market environment to some extent under the punitive damages 
mechanism. Those “who knowingly buy fake products” should be excluded from 
the protection under the new Consumer Law because: 

First, it would be hard to protect the personal safety of people who knowingly 
buy fake products. The inclusion of people “who knowingly buy fake products” 
into the protection under the Consumer Law can fill the regulatory gap to some 
extent, and will enhance ordinary consumers’ awareness to recognize fake prod-
ucts. However, few people have paid attention to the safety risk for people who 
knowingly buy fake goods for punitive damages. For example, Wang Hai, “the 
first person fighting against fake products” never took off his signature sun-
glasses. Huang Lirong, a famous fake products fighter, was beaten to death when 
he was hired to investigate the Forbidden City Royal Hospital. We can view 
news about that professional fake products fighter was beaten by a merchant 
when he was claiming compensation for the fake goods he bought. In daily life, 
there are many incidents where the personal safety of people who knowingly buy 
counterfeit goods is threatened and even infringed. How to guarantee the per-
sonal safety of people “who knowingly buy fake products”, a problem arising 
from the alienation of the punitive damages mechanism (Chi, 2020), still re-
mains uncertain from social, moral and legal perspectives. The inclusion of 
people “who knowingly buy fake products” under the protection of the new 
Consumer Law may lead to a challenge to the protection of their human rights 
and create hidden dangers to society’s stability. 

Second, it may take up public resources and create more opportunism risks. 
On the one hand, people “who knowingly buy fake products” generally use the 
theory of fraud in civil law for seeking remedies after purchase. They use public 
judicial resources for personal profits, taking up a large amount of limited ad-
ministrative and judicial resources and causing a serious negative impact on 
market supervision. On the other hand, the act of people who knowingly buy 
fake products to fight against fake products to obtain punitive damages has 
gradually evolved into a profit-making means to target products which have eas-
ily detected problems and are easy to obtain compensation. It has created the 
risk of opportunism to a certain extent and has seriously deviated from the pur-
pose of the punitive damages mechanism set up by the new Consumer Law. This 
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will undermine the social integrity system (Liu & Wei, 2017). Therefore, some 
scholars have claimed that encouraging people “who knowingly buy fake prod-
ucts” to help address the problem of counterfeits is like encouraging entrapment, 
obtaining evidence by torture, and stealing gambling money to combat gam-
bling. Obviously, such things do more harm than good (Guo, 2015). 

Third, more burden will be placed on business operators if the application 
scope of the new Consumer Law is deliberately expanded. The Consumer Law 
protects disadvantaged consumers in transactions. If people who knowingly buy 
fake goods are recognized as consumers, the scope of application of the law will 
be expanded. On the one hand, as people who buy fake products tend to file a 
claim against the business operators as the defendant in punitive damages law-
suits, business operators need to invest a lot of human and financial resources to 
respond to such claims. Once small defects which do not affect the reasonable 
expectations of ordinary consumers are discovered by people who knowingly 
buy fake products, they may exaggerate the problem and claim a massive 
amount of compensation. As a result, business operators have to bear the heavy 
burden of litigation. This will affect the development of businesses and hamper 
the normal operation of the consumer goods market (Peng, 2017). On the other 
hand, if those who knowingly buy fake products are included in the scope of 
consumers under the new Consumer Law, it means the punitive damages me-
chanism is applicable to them. This will, to a certain extent, encourage their 
speculative behavior of using judicial resources to obtain undue benefits, thus 
undermining the safe and stable order of transactions in the consumer goods 
market (Guo, 2015). 

Fourth, supervision by society cannot take effect. Currently, academics gener-
ally believe that “knowingly buying fake products” will play a positive role in 
improving the market environment and stopping businesses from unscrupulous 
profit-seeking behaviors and their expansion (Yang, 2017). They recognize 
“knowingly buying fake products” as a behavior that is beneficial to society and 
welcomed by the public, and claim that such behaviors can fill the regulatory gap 
to some extent when relevant departments cannot effectively control the manu-
facturing and selling of counterfeits. Some scholars even asserted that the exclu-
sion of people who “knowingly buy fake products” from the protection under 
the new Consumer Law will connive and protect counterfeiters, but such an opi-
nion can hardly be justified. The control of counterfeiting is definitely a public 
function and duty of government departments. Specifically, it is the duty of in-
dustrial and commercial administrative departments. The imposition of such 
duty on consumers is contrary to the modern concept of the rule of law, and we 
should avoid falling into the historical trend of solving social problems through 
movements led by the masses (Li & Chen, 2015). In addition, in everyday trans-
actions, the initial and ultimate purpose of those who knowingly buy fake prod-
ucts are not to combat unscrupulous business operators or eliminate counterfeit 
goods by means of social supervision and government regulation, but to make a 
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profit through compensation from business operators and the compensation 
exceeds the cost of combating counterfeits. The wish of academics that kno-
wingly buying fake products helps reduce fake goods in the market and crack-
down on illegal business operators is almost impossible to come true when the 
motive and purpose of people who knowingly buy fake products are to gain 
profits (Hu, 2009). 

6. Still Need to Be Protected: Paths Finding to Protect People 
Who Knowingly Buy Fake Products 

From the perspective of practical law, whether or not people who knowingly buy 
fake products fall within the protection under the new Consumer Law should be 
decided by the legislation. From a legal interpretation point of view, neither the 
arguments for nor against the protection of people who knowingly buy fake 
products under the new Consumer Law can find a reasonable basis to deny the 
other side’s view completely, because the controversy is detached from the his-
tory of consumer protection laws, and the protection of consumers is separated 
from the context of formulating consumer protection laws. They overlook the 
legitimacy of the act, and as a result, cannot prove their own points or convince 
others. The solution to this problem lies not only in rigorous logical analysis, but 
also in empirical investigation. By re-observing the consumption process of 
people “who knowingly buy fake products”, it can be found that those buyers are 
not disadvantaged compared to business operators in terms of negotiating pow-
er, access to information, and even financial capacity. They are not disadvan-
taged consumers and do not fall into the category of consumers protected by the 
new Consumer Law. However, as a civil subject, their legitimate rights and in-
terests should still be effectively protected by the relevant laws. 

This paper proposes the following suggestions for the protection of those who 
knowingly buy fake products. 

First, general civil contracts laws should be applied to protect people “who 
knowingly buy fake products”. The nature of the contract entered into by people 
knowingly buy fake products” and business operators is a purchase and sale 
contract. General provisions on contract cancellation, contract termination, and 
liability for breach of contract in the Contract Law can be applied. Such disputes 
can be handled like ordinary civil contract disputes. When a person who kno-
wingly buys fake products suffers property or personal damage as a result of the 
goods purchased, he or she may seek compensation under the Law on Product 
Quality and may also request the producer or seller to bear tort liability under 
the Tort Liability Law (Liu & Wei, 2017). 

Second, legalizing and standardizing the social role of people who knowingly 
buy fake products. Article 6(2) of the new Consumer Law states that, the State 
encourages and supports social supervision from all organizations and individu-
als over infringement upon lawful rights and interests of consumers. It is rec-
ommended to include people who knowingly buy fake products as social super-
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visors, and to let them perform the corresponding duty of social supervision 
(Xiao, 2015). The supervisory authorities should establish a special fund and a 
reward system. People who knowingly buy fake products and consumers should 
be rewarded according to certain standards if they report business operators’ 
fraudulent behaviors. The scope, amount, and reasonableness of the reward 
should also be improved. On the one hand, as social supervisors, people who 
knowingly buy fake products can provide information on lawless business op-
erators. State administrative authorities can seek compensation for those 
people or authorize consumer protection organizations to seek compensation. 
This can protect those people from unlawful infringement and criminal risks 
caused by improper claims. On the other hand, the participation of people 
“who knowingly buy fake products’ in social supervision can urge unscrupul-
ous business operators to operate in good faith and promote the stability of the 
consumer goods market, and these are beneficial from a social perspective 
(Peng, 2017). 

Third, tougher legal punishments should be imposed on business operators 
for selling counterfeits. It is recommended that business operators that sell fake 
products should receive harsher punishments. For example, Article L213-1 of 
the French Consumers Code states that any fraud or attempted fraud against a 
contracting party, whether or not the subject is a party to the contract and re-
gardless of the means and methods used, even through a third-party interme-
diary, might face imprisonment of up to two years and a fine of up to €37,500, or 
either one of them. Article L213-2 of the same Code provides two aggravating 
circumstances that double the penalty stipulated in the previous article (Lin, 
2016). For business operators that sell fake products and commit fraud, or at-
tempt to fraud consumers, it is recommended to do the following two things 
once there is conclusive evidence to verify their breach. On the one hand, the 
administrative penalties for them should be increased. Fines, as the main form of 
punishment, are recommended to be set at a minimum amount of RMB 500,000. 
On the other hand, the criminal liability of business operators should be clari-
fied. It is recommended that imprisonment of up to two years be set for business 
operators who maliciously sell counterfeits. 

Fourth, legal constraints on the unlawful conduct of people who knowingly 
buy fake products should be clarified. In the process of a transaction, it is neces-
sary and practical to protect disadvantaged consumers in order to maintain 
fairness and justice in the market. However, the new Consumer Law mainly 
protects consumers through right-granting provisions, with very few obligations 
on them. In the legal system for the protection of consumer rights and interests, 
emphasis should be placed on balancing the interests of business operators and 
consumers. To protect the legitimate rights and interests of innocent business 
operators and maintain market order, Chinese law shall incorporate strict puni-
tive measures to regulate unscrupulous people who knowingly buy fake prod-
ucts, extort and blackmail law-abiding business operators, and make malicious 
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claims in the name of fighting against counterfeits (Shang, 2017). 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, the author argues that all organizations and individuals that pur-
chase counterfeit products ought to be protected by the law, not always the New 
Consumer Law. The legislative purpose of the New Consumer Law of China is to 
protect disadvantaged consumers. There are practical dilemmas of deciding 
whether a purchase is made “for Daily Consumption Needs”, and the legislative 
intention of the new Consumer Law for protecting disadvantaged consumers is 
not taken into consideration. Considering protecting the personal safety of those 
who knowingly buy counterfeit goods and balancing the interests between con-
sumers and business operators, the consumer identity of those who knowingly 
buy fake products should be denied under the new Consumer Law. However, as 
civil subjects in Chinese market, their legitimate rights and interests should still 
be effectively protected through general civil contracts laws, legalizing and stan-
dardizing the social role of these people, imposing strict punitive measures on 
business operators for selling counterfeits and clarifying legal constraints on the 
unlawful conduct of people who knowingly buy fake products, etc. 
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